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ABSTRACT
Development of a country is totally based on the availability of sustainable electrical power. Due to 
epileptic power supply in nigeria, generation, transmission, distribution, and usage of energy are to 
be optimized for proper conservation of energy. nigerian electricity is mainly generated from differ-
ent sources like hydro power plants, thermal power plants, and gas generating plants. presently, the 
epileptic power supply and longtime fault detection during distribution is a very serious problem. Also 
vandalism of transmission lines, gas pipe lines to generating stations and shortages are common in 
nigerian electrical distribution systems. it is therefore paramount to implement a method for power 
distribution automation. This paper discusses ways to modernize the present systems using supervisory 
control and data acquisition (SCADA) for automatic control of distribution systems. However, nige-
rian power systems use manual tap changer which increases and encourages power outage with less 
safety to the system. Therefore, this paper suggests automatic tap changer which maintains the voltage 
of the system and thus reduces manpower.
Keywords: automation, conservation, distribution, manpower, optimized, power system, SCADA, tap 
changer, vandalism.

1 inTRoDUCTion
A power system is an arrangement or set of devices that involves generation, transmission 
and distribution of power. This involves the physical and technical arrangement of these 
devices. The protection of the devices in a power system is done through monitoring and 
control devices referred to as the instrumentation and control system (i&C).

Automation of power system in an electrical power network is a key area that requires 
careful investigation. A data acquisition system as one of the major aspects of power system 
automation plays a major role in power system automation. in power system automation, a 
data acquisition system can be carried out through the normal system method or a computer-
ized system automation which is the most efficient one. A data acquisition system through 
computerized system automation helps the system and controller in terms of metering and 
monitoring of values so as to achieve full-scale automation and control of the power system. 
The data obtained are used to monitor the condition and status of power system by the 
 personnel that supervises the system. The real time information can be remotely accessed on 
a computer graphical display through the network or locally on a laptop computer ‘front 
panel display.

in an automated power System, the various devices or equipment connected to the network 
are to be managed, controlled and even protected. The real time information can be obtained 
directly from the system either locally or remotely through control applications. However, 
power system automation is generally based on local intelligence, data flow with supervisory 
control and monitoring.

The three general classes of computerized data acquisition in a power system automation 
for metering and monitoring are data collection, metering & monitoring. The data collection 
system obtains the data from the power system network by monitoring the current and poten-
tial transformers through the digital power monitor. The digital power monitor consists of a 
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micro controller with the in-built like memory storage, analog to digital converter and other 
circuits. The microcontroller works in such a way that the digital power monitor stores the 
information in the memory storage and the logical and arithmetic calculations are done to 
update the parameters and to determine the different power parameters like wH, VAR, VA in 
kilo and, the power factor (pF) etc. The obtained parameters of the power system network 
and the determined power data can be monitored and controlled on the display panel of the 
digital power monitor. The parameters is then sent to the computer system using any available 
communication standards like serial communication RS 485 and 232 for different numbers 
of power monitors using the data converter.

Smooth operation and power distribution system maintenance is difficult for systems with-
out topological information, latest health information of the equipment like distribution 
transformers and feeders pillars, historical archive of operation etc. for smooth operational 
planning and improved methodology for early or quick fault detection, isolation and restora-
tion, hence there is a need for efficient tools to be installed. presently, operational strategies 
like fault detection, isolation and service restoration takes a longer period making the power 
supply interruption to be delayed for a longer period of time [1], [2], and [3]. The substation 
was already tried to design and automate using the latest tools plC and SCADA (supervisory 
control and data acquisition) to overcome the problems that arise in a power station [4], [5], 
and [6]. it is too late to modernize these distribution networks without these advanced auto-
mation tools. The present work is to integrate complete operations of the electrical substation 
with SCADA installed in a computer.

2 liTERATURE REViEw
The history of nigeria electricity generation begins with a few kilowatts that were generated 
in lagos which was used by the colonial power in 1898. An act was enacted in 1951 that 
brought about the establishment of Electricity Corporation of nigeria (ECn). Another author-
ity was set up in 1962 to create a hydroelectricity generating station named ‘niger Dams 
Authority’. in 1972, niger Dams Authority was combined with ECn to establish the national 
Electric power Authority (nEpA). All the effort of the government to boost the electricity 
supply to meet the electricity need of its populace was below expectations. Hence, a new 
policy was invoked in the year 2001 named ‘national Electric power policy (nEpp)’ to bring 
about reforms in the power sector. nEpp brought about privatization of the power sector 
which was delayed but later implemented in the year 2005.

The privatization process of the power sector was originally named Electric power Sector 
Reform (EpSR) which later metamorphosed to power Holding Company of nigeria (pHCn). 
The act converting nEpA to power Holding Company of nigeria was enacted by 2005 and 
the pHCn was divided into three subsectors; generation, Transmission and Distribution [7]. 
in the newly created power sub-sectors, there are six power-generating companies called 
‘gEnCos’, one transmission company and 11 distribution companies (DiSCos). These 
eighteen companies were charged with the task of electrical power generation, transmission, 
and distribution in the country [8].

The nigeria electricity generating plants as shown in Table 1 are made up of four hydro 
power plants and six thermal generating stations with 10942 mw total installed capacity but 
their total output have never gone beyond 3000 mw. The transmission of the generated elec-
tricity is done through the transmission lines, the lines operate in three phases: alternating 
current (AC), single-phase AC current and high-voltage direct current. However, because of 
the reduction in transmission losses, it is transmitted in kilo volts amperes (110 KVA or 330 
KVA) as shown in Fig. 1 [9].
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Table 1: nigeria current power plants and their location [11].

Power station Location
Installed capacity 
(MW)

Year 
completed

AES Barge Egbin 270 2001

Aba Aba, Abia State 140 2012

Afam iV-V Afam, Rivers State 726 1982

Afam Vi Afam, Rivers State 624 2009

Alaoji (nipp) Abia State 1074 2013

Calabar (nipp) Cross River State 561 2014

Egbema (nipp) imo State 338 2013

Egbin Egbin 1320 1986

geregu 1 geregu, Kogi State 414 2007

geregu 11 (nipp) geregu, Kogi State 434 2013

ibom (nipp) ikot Abasi 190 2009

ihorbor (nipp) Benin City 450 2013

okpai okpai 480 2005

olorunsogo olorunsogo 336 2007

olorunsogo ii olorunsogo 675 2012

omoku omoku 150 2005

omoku 11 (nipp) omoku 225 2013

omotosho 1 omotosho 336 2005

omotosho 11 (nipp) omotosho 450 2012

Sapele Sapele 1020 1981

Sapele (nipp) Sapele 450 2012

Ughelli Delta State 900 1990

itobe Kogi State 1200 2015–2018

Kainji niger State 800 1968

Jebba niger State 540 1985

Shiroro Kaduna State 600 1990

Zamfara Zamfara State 100 2012

Kano Kano State 100 2015

Kiri Benue State 35 2016

mambilla Taraba State 3050 2018

Current capacity=13,603 mw, Under-construction=4,385 mw, Total= 17,988.
Source: national Control Centre, osogbo

The distribution of electricity is a task given to Electricity Distribution Companies (Dis-
cos) which provide the electricity supply value chain. Discos serve as the middle man between 
customers and the transmission companies. They are affected with problem of high cost 
production and low quality of service. The high voltage (132 KV) supplied by the 
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Transmission station will be a step down by the Discos to a low voltage depending on the 
needs or voltage requirement of the final user. Electricity that is used in most residential 
homes is distributed at a voltage level of 0.415 kV. Discos are also charged with responsibil-
ity of marketing and sales of electricity to the customers. Table 2 shows the various power 
Distribution Companies (Discos) and their covered states [10].

nigeria electricity distribution companies are facing a lot of losses ranging from technical 
to non-technical losses. Technical losses include electrical losses due to resistance of the 
cable to the flow of current, electricity transmission equipment vandalism and theft, damage 
of equipment and infrastructure due to over voltage and electric spark, and equipment main-
tenance repair. non-Technical losses are described as commercial and collection losses which 
arise from electricity theft, poor billing method, unmetered customers, inaccurate customers 
records and unaccounted for energy supplied or sold, while losses arising from inability to 

Figure 1: Electric power transmission and distribution losses in nigeria [9].

Table 2: Electricity distribution companies and their covered areas in nigeria [12].

Electricity Distribution Company 
(Disco) States Covered

Abuja Distribution Company FCT, niger, nassarawa, Kogi
Benin Distribution Company Edo, Delta, Ekiti, ondo
Enugu Distribution Company imo, Anambra, Ebonyi, Abia, Enugu
Eko Distribution Company lagos State (Victoria island, lekki, lagos island, 

Apapa, Epe, ikoyi, etc.)
port Harcourt Distribution Company Rivers, Bayelsa, Cross Rivers, Akwa ibom
ibadan Distribution Company oyo, ogun, osun, Kwara
ikeja Distribution Company lagos State (ikeja, Surulere, ikorodu, etc.)
Jos Distribution Company plateau, Bauchi, Benue, gombe
Kano Distribution Company Kano, Jigawa and Katsina
Kaduna Distribution Company Kaduna, Sokoto, Kebbi and Zamfara
Yola Distribution Company Adamawa, Borno, Taraba and Yobe
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collect revenue for energy billed to customers are referred to as collection losses. Discos 
faced a lot operational challenges that really affect their day to day activities and quality of 
service delivery to their customers. Some of the challenges are insufficient energy supply 
from generation grid; worn-out networks; poor maintenance tools; insufficient and poorly 
trained manpower; poor record keeping, workers safety and environmental issues; and 
absence of long-term capital to invest in Electricity distribution.

3 powER AUTomATion
Relay is one of the components used in analog circuit to bring operational automation in 
those days. Today, however, computer-based pRogRAmmABlE logiC is employed in 
most circuit operational automation which is made possible by the invention of the transistor, 
integrated circuits, microcontrollers and microprocessors. in electrical energy system, auto-
mation is mostly applicable at the substations and distribution levels. From the generation 
station, electrical energy is usually transmitted to the substation. At this section of the energy 
system, sophisticated equipment has been developed that enhances substation automation; 
this equipment is generally referred to as intelligent Electronic Device (iED), which is made 
up of logic controllers that are programmable, ports that support automatic data execution 
and transmission control. The distribution level is the second level of automation, which 
receives power from the transmission line. Distribution level automation can be implemented 
in different phases from feeder pillars, electric power consumer devices and the total loads 
connected to the grid.

Transmission line is the medium through which electricity is been sent from the generating 
station to the distribution companies. generally, the level of fault occurrence at the transmis-
sion level is less common than that of the distribution levels [13]. The complexity of the 
distribution network brought about a lot of failures not only from the distribution companies 
but also the consumers. For this reason, power distribution automation will bring about avail-
ability of power. According to the iEEE, ‘a system that allows electric utility to be remotely 
monitored, coordinate and operate the distribution components, in a real-time mode from 
remote locations is referred as the distribution automation system [14]’. in nigeria, the pri-
mary distribution sector is subdivided into two, namely, large consumers (no transformation 
provided) and less consumers (Secondary distribution).

SCADA provides remote operation control and monitoring for automation systems using 
communication technology. SCADA can be applied in areas of power generation, transmis-
sion, and distribution, wind power generation, industrial process and control, traffic signal, 
industries, and communication network. After collecting data from the system, a command is 
sent by the SCADA accordingly to monitor and control the system. Digital or analog sensors 
and control relays are used to gather information about individual equipment in the system 
through the communication network. The data collected from the system is supervised at a 
station where the SCADA server is located to monitor equipment and issue control signal 
automatically or control from the human operator [15]. The nigeria electricity network sub-
station (132/33 kV and 33/11 kV) can be controlled using the SCADA system. The SCADA 
central control room manages the electricity network by coordinating with the central load 
dispatch center or at the request of human operators [16]. The components of a SCADA sys-
tem are:

1. Analog or digital Sensors Remote telemetry units (RTU)
2. SCADA master units
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3. Communications network
4. Remote Communication Server (RCS)

The routine or steps performed by the SCADA to manage the overall automation of an 
electrical power system are:

1. The equipment at the substation is to be connected to Remote Telemetry Unit (RTU) 
through the RTU card using wire so that when any of the Substation is operated whether 
manually or remotely, the RTU collates the operational information from the database of 
the system using the microwave link which then later moved to the Remote Communi-
cation Server (RCS). For collection of the operational information, the RTU card of the 
Substation is connected to the circuit breaker and other switchgears of that substation. 
The RCS serve as final destination collected information from the substation and it is 
done through the modem. Figure 2 shows the block representation of RTU.

2. The collated data from all substation is sent to the nearby base station through the cable 
or a radio link. The electricity network of nigeria can be designed to be controlled au-
tomatically by installing the RTUs at the eleven distribution stations. The eleven RTU 
at each substation collates the operational information of the equipment at their respec-
tive databases and send it to the RCS. Each base station is equipped with a microwave 
transceiver to receive data from the RTU at each substation through Ultra high frequency 
(UHF).

 The microwave transceiver at the base stations forms a communication ring through 
which data is been transferred to the master station. Figure 3 demonstrate the linkage 
between the microwave transceiver communication ring and the master station.

3. All information collected from any of the substation regarding the operation of the switch 
gear is stored in the RCS of the master station. The master station is connected through 
the microwave receiving data through the antenna and later data are processed by RCS 
according to the status, which is then sent to the application server and stored in the da-
tabase. Each SCADA master station comprises a server and workstation computers that 
are networked. The workstation pC at the substation is charged with remote operation 
of the substation based on the circuit breaker operation. The line diagram describes the 
status of circuit breakers of any substation. The single line diagram visualizes and indi-
cates the operation of circuit breaker, active line, system voltage, frequency and power 
factor [17], [18].

Figure 2: Block representation of RTU.
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4 ElECTRiCAl nETwoRK AUTomATED SYSTEm opERATion
An automated Electrical network system can be made to operate on three modes; these are:

1. manual mode
2. Auto mode and
3. Time bound mode

The manual mode is where the main station is being powered on and oFF through two 
different push buttons. This mode is the archaic conventional mode where the substations can 
be switched on only if the main station is switched on. The feeders can be switched on 
only if the corresponding substation is switched on. The whole substations and the sub feed-
ers have their own on and oFF push buttons. This is the mode nigeria power network is 
being operated.

The automatic mode is the next mode, which in normal conditions acts like manual mode. 
But when the ‘Auto’ switch (toggle) is switched on the logic acts in a different way. if any 
of the sub feeders are switched oFF in the automatic mode, it gets oFF first but after a minor 
delay will restart again itself automatically.

lastly, there is the ‘time bound’ mode. This mode is controlled through SCADA. The time 
bound mode is where the operator can decide the hours in which the power can be  distributed 
and hold. That is, if the operator sets a time between 2 pm to 4 pm, the sub feeder gets oFF 
from 2 pm to 4 pm and switches on automatically after the time is over. The time delay and 
the range of operation can be set through SCADA. This mode is useful for load shedding.

Figure 3: microwave Communication link between the distribution stations.
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The following intelligent electronic devices are required for an automated SCADA 
 controlled distribution substation as shown in Fig. 5, they are:

1. potential transformers (pT)
2. Current transformers (CT)
3. main transformers
4. Disconnecting switches (DS)
5. Circuit breakers (CB)

The control and monitoring of the overall system along with the managerial tasks are 
 performed by Hmi (Human–machine interface) or an HCi (Human–Computer interface) 
with the help of the SCADA system. generally 132, 33 and 11 kV circuit breakers are oper-
ated remotely by the control and monitoring of an electrical power network with overall 

Figure 4: line Diagram of a substation.

Figure 5: Block diagram of automated distribution substation.
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managerial processes can be perform with the help SCADA program whether through Hmi 
or HCi. generally, high voltage circuit breakers are remotely controlled using SCADA 
 system as shown in Fig. 4. The procedure or routine commands to be followed in operating 
circuit breaker are stated below:

1. The control of any particular circuit breaker is done on the application server
2. Remote control is allowed.
3. The breaker is marked as updated.
4. The RTU card connects to each circuit breaker.
5. Remote control authority for the action is established.
6. Breaker is controlled from application server not from any other workstation.
7. interlocking of breaker is very important and it must be done in proper sequence.

if any of the above is not met, a message box explains the present status of the circuit 
breaker. An alarm will indicate that there is a command sequence error. The error can be seen 
either in message box or in the event list.

5 ConClUSion
The presented system for automation of electrical power distribution using SCADA 
 eliminates most of the problems encountered in the nigeria electricity network if not all. 
The method ensures safest and fastest transmission and distribution of power. Automatic 
 restoration of power reduces time consumption and total outage time of feeders. The 
 automatic tap changer maintains the voltage of whole system normally. The automation of 
the  electrical power distribution system represents the easiest platform for the operator in 
this field. it gives a clear picture of the overall status of the system because of the record 
keeping of the system operation. The daily load demand required can be determined easily 
since the status of the overall system network can be understood within few seconds. The 
application of SCADA to the nigeria electricity network can simplify its management with 
minimum human assistance. This study shows clearly that overall system performance, 
 reliability, stability and control of the nigeria electricity network can be improved if SCADA 
is employed. The manual operation that is been used at present requires huge manpower 
which increases the overall cost and allows corruption and mismanagement. moreover, 
 during system failures or occurrences of sudden power interruptions, quick decisions can be 
made when a SCADA system is employed. For efficient operation, easy control and proper 
 monitoring of the nigeria power grid system, it is important to engage the use of a 
SCADA system.
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